Introduction
This work is devoted to an actual topic of estimating the errors for indirectly measured physical quantities. It makes a contribution to the general problem of error propagation. In more details, the problem of error propagation was described in works [1, 2] . It was also discussed in work [3] .
There are two approaches to solve this problem. All modern theoretical and practical applications, methods, and developments concerning the propagation of errors are based exclusively on the expansion in a Taylor series ("differentiation") [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . The best description of the problem of "analytical" error propagation is given in work [1] . In this paper, some efforts in this direction were made. Namely, two widely used elementary functions, and log (or, equivalently, and ln ) were considered. This work is a logical continuation of works [2, 3] . To obtain analytical rules for two examined functions ( and log ), the mean and the "error" √︀ (Δ ) 2 were related (formalized) to the basic notions of mathematical statistics:
where and are, respectively, the mathematical expectation and the variance of the measured quantity . At this formalization, it is assumed that, when measuring the physical quantity , its specific values are obtained in accordance with a certain function ( ) describing the probability for any -value to appear. Surely, this function has to depend on the measurement conditions: it implicitly depends on the measuring device, the chosen method, and so forth). As a rule, the function ( ) is normalized,
In this case, it is called the function of the probability density for a physical quantity with the continuous distribution. Accordingly, the true value of the physical quantity -or its mathematical expectation -can be calculated using the known function ( ) by the formula
Equation (2) is a definition of the mathematical expectation [1] . The function ( ) also determines the variance of the physical quantity [1] (the spread of its measured values owing to ( )):
where = . The so-called normal (Gaussian) probability distribution [1] : , is considered to be the most important one among other distributions.
In the case of a relationship by means of the function = ℎ( ), the mathematical expectation ℎ and the variance ℎ for the function ℎ( ) equal [1] , respectively,
Expression (6) can be rewritten in a more convenient form,
In Eqs. (4)-(7), the quantities = and enter to the function ( ) as parameters. Therefore, strictly speaking, ( ) can be written as ( , , ). As a result,
It is easy to see that Eqs. (8) and (9) are integral equations. By solving them, we would obtain a sought analytic relation between ℎ and ℎ (analogs of the means for the function ℎ( )), on the one hand, and and (analogs of the measured averages), on the other hand. It turned out that it is possible to choose tabulated integrals [4] similar to integrals (8) and (9) , and, in such a way, to solve the problem for the elementary function and, with its help, for the inverse function log (see Appendix). Here, a comment should be made. If the variable has a Gaussian distribution, the values of the nonlinear function ℎ( ) will be definitely not distributed according to the Gaussian law. Therefore, expressions (8) and (9) can be regarded as approximations to the expressions, in which the integration is carried out over the "correct" distribution:
where (ℎ, ℎ , ℎ ) is a "pure" non-Gaussian distribution for ℎ. The integration limits and in these integrals depend on the function ℎ( ). For example, for ℎ = cos , we have = −1 and = 1. However, the overwhelming majority of experimental works are based on the "classical" mixed summation scheme, Eqs. (8) and (9), which was expounded in work [1] . This is also true in the cases where Eqs. (8) and (9) are solved approximately by expanding ℎ( ) in the Taylor series [1] . Our expressions were also constructed in the framework of this ideology (see Appendix). Furthermore, all presented examples were also calculated, by using this scheme (see Section 3). In other words, both and ℎ( ) were summed up with the Gaussian probabilities.
The means , , and Δ of the input set { } were calculated by the formulas
The means ℎ , ℎ , and Δ ℎ of the output set {ℎ = ℎ( )} were calculated by the formulas
For the function , the mentioned relations look like
where and are the mean and the error, respectively, of the measured data, and and are the mean and the error, respectively, of the measurement results "propagated" with the use of the function . For the function log , the analogous relations look like
where log and log are the mean and the error, respectively, of the measurement results "propagated" with the use of the function log . For the "pure" exponential function ℎ = exp and the "pure" logarithmic function ℎ = ln , those formulas can be written in a simpler form:
• for ℎ = ln ,
where exp and exp are the mean and the error, respectively, of the measurement results "propagated"
with the use of the function exp , and ln and ln are their counterparts for the function ln . Thus, we obtained (see Appendix) the sought rules for the error propagation and the calculation of "shifted means" of the type ℎ = ℎ ( , ) and ℎ = ℎ ( , ) for the functions ℎ( ) = and ℎ( ) = log (in the particular case, and ln ). Note that, in the limiting case = 0, we have
Therefore, the "standard" propagation rules can be applied:
= ; exp = exp ; log = log ; ln = ln .
Application of the New Rules to Experimental Data
A set of experimental data is a collection of separate random values obtained for a measured physical quantity , i.e. the so-called "sample" { }. The quantity may have a continuous distribution [1] ; in other words, values that were randomly "selected by a measuring device" from a continuous set of values are dealt with.
Let us consider how the relations obtained above are satisfied just in the case of discrete samples. For this purpose, let us calculate the mean values, by using the standard procedure (which we take as a reference) for four samples: two sets of experimental data { }, one set of calculated values for the exp function, and one set of calculated values for the ln function. Then we compare them with the results obtained according to relations (12) and (13).
Two examples for the function exp
As an example for the function , let us take an arbitrary sample { } of 20 "measurements" on the logarithmic scale: 
where
As a result, we obtain = 8, = 0.01726, and Δ = 0.13138. In other words, we have = 8 ± 0.1 for this sample.
In Another example was created for a different domain of the argument of the function ( 
An example for the function ln
Let us consider an example for the function ln (Figs. 2 to 4) . We use a sample of measurements of a quantity with the exponential dependence (say, the intensity measured, when determining the quantum yield of the activation energy): { } = 2000, 2100, 2200, 2300, 2400, 2500, 2600, 2700, 2800, 2900, 2000, 1900, 1800, 1700, 1600, 1500, 1400, 1300, 1200, 1100. Here, the variance of the argument is very large. (iv) statistically process this sample, by using the values obtained for , , and Δ , and get ln = = 7.59081, ln = 0.02068, and Δ ln = 0.1438.
Calculations by relations (13) give us the following values: ln = 7.59123, ln = 0.019344, and Δ ln = = 0.13908. It is evident that the agreement is good in this case. In other words, the propagation of errors with the use of formulas (13) is proper for the function ln .
Some General Features of the Obtained Relations
The analytical form obtained for the rules of error propagation makes it easy to distinguish the specific features of corresponding relations and even to plot graphical dependences, which is very useful while planning a physical experiment and analyzing its results. It should be emphasized that the quantities ℎ , ℎ , , and are mutually related. Furthermore, the quantities ℎ and ℎ are functions of two arguments rather than one:
It is sometimes difficult to get used to this fact, as well as to the fact that the errors of the functions ℎ( ), e.g., Δ exp or Δ ln , depend on the measured mean value . All those things are clearly illustrated in Figs. 1 to 4 , where the dependences of the function variances on the values of the measured "means" of the corresponding argument (the variance is regarded as a parameter) are depicted. The very opportunity to have a graphical representation for the obtained relations makes it possible to discuss the character of future measurements and plan them.
Conclusions
Similarly to what was done in work [6] , relations (11) and (13) are considered to be semiempirical ones because of their construction on the basis of inverse functions. However, all inverse functions constructed in this way [2, 3] , as well as relations (10)- (13) in this work, provide proper results for samples and can be widely used to shorten and to substantially simplify the calculation procedures for the functions and log . Since the variances ℎ and the errors for both considered functions practically coincide with their real values, the propagation of errors can be performed in a chain of functions such as log log(...) , log ()... , or another combination of the indicated functions together with the functions 2 , √ , cos , and arccos considered in works [2, 3] . Therefore, on the basis of the obtained analytical relations, it is possible to construct two simple general algorithms for the calculation of pairs of separate values ( , ) and ( log , log ) for the variable with the Gaussian distribution. They can be built-in as separate program modules (subroutines) into any program procedure. At the same time, this algorithm remains transparent for the understanding. This is impossible in principle for other error propagation methods, because they required the expansion in a series or the differentiation of the relevant superposition of functions as a whole entity. Moreover, every problem demands to construct a separate procedure.
The proposed method makes it possible to predict the error value of the function and to plot its profile in the intended measurement area of physical quantities.
Of interest is a possibility to obtain the shifted mean values for and log . In the examples given above, this shift does not affect the values of those means and does not play any role, but it does exist, and its meaning can be used in some applications.
Since the analytical expressionfor the means ( , ) and ( log , log ) are connected with the Gaussian distribution, then the calculated values make it possible to compare them with the values of the same quantities, but calculated for other distributions. The best distribution will correspond to the minimum of or log .
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APPENDIX
In this appendix, a mathematical proof is given that the relations obtained for two functions, and log , by reducing the integral equations (8) and (9) to tabulated integrals and transforming the obtained formulas to the convenient forms (10)-(13), are proper.
Mathematical expectation
ℎ for the function ℎ( ) = By applying sequentially the substitutions = ln , ℎ( ) = = = exp( ln ) = exp( ), = − , and = + to Eq. (8) and taking the Gaussian distribution (4) for ℎ( ) into account, we can make the following chain of transformations:
The integral
is similar to the tabulated integral [4, integral (3.923 .
The latter, at = = = = 0, equals
Hence, the integrals and 2 are identical with an accuracy to the substitutions 1 = 2 , −2 = , and = − 2 . Therefore, taking into account that = ln and 1/ 2 = 2 [see Eq. (4)], we obtain
Substituting this expression into expression (16), we find a final relation of the integral ℎ = to the integrals and . Taking into account that = [see Eq. (2)] and 2 = = 1/(2 ) [see Eq. (4)], this relation looks like
If = , then
This is an "intuitively" expected result. As ≈ 0, there is a small shift associated with the multiplier /2 ≈ 1, and Eqs. (18) and (19) acquire a "natural" form
Under certain conditions, this multiplier can be ignored, but Eqs. (18) and (19) are exact working formulas for ℎ( ) = and ℎ( ) = exp .
Variance ℎ for the function ℎ( ) = From Eq. (9) with the use of Eq. (4), we obtain the following expression for the error propagation:
Now, we transform
into a tabulated integral, by using the sequential substitutions = − , = + , and = ln [see Eq. (8)]:
It is evident that
is also integral (17) with = − = − ln , 1 = 2 , and 1/ 2 = 2 . Therefore,
Using this result and Eq. (18) for ℎ , from Eqs. (20) and (21), we obtain the variance ℎ for the function ℎ( ) = in the form
In the case = , we have a simplified form
This formula is the error propagation rule for the function ℎ( ) = .
The mean ℎ and the variance ℎ for the function ℎ( ) = log
The straightforward calculation of the quantities log and log with the help of tabulated integrals is a rather problematic task. The sought relations can be obtained by considering the function log as an inverse function to the function and by using Eqs. (18) and (22). Really, these equations give us an explicit relation between four integrals (numbers)-, , , and :
Equations (18) and (22) can also be used to determine the functions (8) and (9), for the function of the random variable that is connected with the variable by the law = (or = log ). Hence, by solving Eqs. (18) and (22) with respect to , we can obtain, by using a simple calculation procedure, the values of and from the values of and , which are the means for the measured random variable that is related to by the formula = log .
In order to solve Eqs. (18) and (22), let us rewrtite them in the form 
respectively. Bearing in mind that the integrals and are associated with the function = , whereas the integrals and with the function = log , let us solve these equations with respect to the integrals and , i.e. let us obtain the equations inverse to Eqs. 
and, finally,
Substituting expression (28) into Eq. (26), after a series of elementary transformations, we obtain the final expression for :
Let us rewrite the obtained relations (18), (23), (29), and (30) in a symbolic form, where is a measured physical quantity (argument), and ℎ is the corresponding function ( , 
With regard for the results of works [2, 3] , it is useful to reproduce the "analytic" rules of error propagation for two other pairs of functions: for cos and arccos ,
